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Peter Hawkins and the Enslaved Community
of St. Stanislaus
by Kelly L. Schmidt, Research Coordinator,

Jesuit Slavery, History, Memory, and Reconciliation Project

PETER HAWKINS was the first child born into slavery at the
Jesuits’ Saint Stanislaus Novitiate and Farm in Florissant, Missouri,
and the last formerly-enslaved person to leave the seminary after
emancipation. He witnessed and lived through almost the entirety of
enslaved people’s presence at Saint Stanislaus. As an adult, his
wisdom, experience, and devotion to the Catholic faith led several
Black Catholics in the Florissant Valley area to choose him as their
godfather at baptisms and as witness at their marriages.

Peter Hawkins, born into slavery in
Florissant in 1824, at St. Stanislaus
Seminary about 1905.

Peter’s parents, Isaac Hawkins and Susanna (often called Susan, or
Succy) Queen, were newlyweds of only four months when they were
forced along with two other enslaved couples to aid in founding the
Jesuits’ new Missouri mission. In May 1823 they endured a monthlong journey of over a thousand miles by foot and flatboat along the
Ohio River from the Jesuits’ plantation in White Marsh, Maryland, to
Florissant, Missouri. Isaac frequently navigated the flotilla out of
trouble when caught in a current, and steered the boats at night. After
arriving in Florissant, Isaac and Susan settled into a crowded, oneroom log cabin that doubled as the kitchen and laundry, which they
shared with the other two enslaved families. Isaac and Susan
Hawkins, Thomas and Molly Brown, and Moses and Nancy Queen
were forced to commence the difficult work of constructing the
novitiate’s new buildings, farming, and sewing, laundering, and
cooking for the Jesuits.

ON MAY 8, 1824, Susan Hawkins gave birth to Peter in their crowded cabin. Peter was baptized conditionally the day of
his birth because he was in danger of death. The full ceremonies were performed in June. Records show that Peter and Susan
remained sickly over the following years. At age twenty, again in danger of death, Peter received the Catholic sacrament of
anointing of the sick. Peter’s brother, William, born in April 1834, lived only six months.
Through births, purchases, and the transfer of two more families from the White Marsh plantation in Maryland—including
some of Peter’s relatives—the enslaved community at Saint Stanislaus grew from seven to about 35 people during Peter
Hawkins’ lifetime. After the Jesuits became administrators of Saint Louis College (now Saint Louis University), several of
Peter’s kin were sent to labor at the college. Many enslaved people were transferred back and forth to labor between the
Florissant farm at Saint Stanislaus, the downtown university, and the College Farm north of the city over the following
years.
Peter and his kin built relationships with and became influential among the enslaved and free African American
communities in the Florissant Valley. Enslaved people visited one another across plantations and properties in evening
hours. They took advantage of feast days and mass attendance at Saint Ferdinand Church to gather together.
Continued on page four

Florissant’s Flag Turns Fifty!
The flag was designed by Angie Gilbert (Mrs. Lawrence J. Gilbert) of 1125 Manresa Lane. She received a $100
government bond. Second prize was awarded to Sue Price and Michael Phillips, students at Florissant Valley
Community College. Third prize went to Robert Mellberg of 265 Waterford Drive. The city council chose the
winning design at its meeting on April 27, 1970, and formally adopted it later. The flag is rich in symbolism. At
center is the city seal, on a field of gold symbolizing elected government. The field is broken by a “V,” representing
the Valley of Flowers, and of white, representing a clean healthy city. The lower half of the flag is green to represent
the fertile land of the area. Nine fleur de lis represent the nine wards of the city.

Left: Florissant’s flag as it appears today. The old seal on the original flag bore the date 1787 (since
disproven), which was changed in 1986. (Theising graphic) Right: Chamber of Commerce members
display the “new” flag at the Narrow Gauge Railroad Station, which the Chamber occupied starting the
following year. (Mary Kay Gladbach Photo)

Griffin Augustus Alvarez, a Murder Victim in the Wild West
One of Florissant’s oldest structures is Casa Alvarez, once home to the Spanish
crown’s military storekeeper Eugenio Alvarez (1736-1816). It was built about 1790
when Florissant (then San Fernando) was part of Spanish territory. It remains a private
residence today. Eugenio, born in Spain, was older when he came to St. Louis and
married in 1782. One of his sons, Augustus (born 1797, when Eugenio was 61) later
occupied the house. Augustus had a son Eugene (1822-1893) and it was Eugene who
was the father of Griffin Augustus.
Eugene took his family westward to California when “Griff” was about 10 years old.
(Other members of the Alvarez family stayed in Florissant.) The census for 1860
showed that a Native American woman and her young daughter were living with the
Alvarez family. Griff grew up in the Wild West and became part of its lifestyle. He
was playing poker in 1877 at a saloon near Kanawah, a small town north of
Sacramento. Something got out of hand, an argument erupted, and Griff was killed
right there in the saloon. He was only 27.
Griff’s headstone at Newville
Cemetery.
(Anna Cannon
photo; used with permission)

His grave is marked with a large stone, but the last name is spelled “Alvarize.” There
is no explanation for the difference in spelling. It would seem that his father would
have been involved in the placement of the marker. See more on Findagrave.com.

The Florissant Valley Quarterly shares news and educational articles about local history, and is published four times each
year by the Florissant Valley Historical Society, Friends of Old St. Ferdinand, Inc., and Historic Florissant, Inc.
Mary Kay Gladbach, Editor
Andrew J. Theising, Managing Editor
www.florissantvalleyhs.com
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Historic Florissant: Two Historic Homes Need Immediate Help

Most everyone agrees Florissant has a rich history and our
landmark homes and historical sites make Florissant a unique
place in which to live and work. Our historic landmarks are
the jewels of Florissant. Without these properties, Florissant
would be just another tiresome city. There are two properties
that need our immediate attention; the Bockrath Weise House
and the Ouvre-Bellisime House.
The Bockrath-Wiese House (top photo) was built prior to
1870.
Henry Bockrath was born in Osnabrock-Hanover,
Germany on December 13, 1836. He left Germany when he
was 15 years old. All of his possessions were stolen when he
landed in New Orleans so he worked as a shoeshine boy on a
steamboat which brought him to St. Louis. He found work with
a merchandise firm and soon owned his own store.
Henry married Mary Elizabeth Lott and moved to old
Florissant, where he built this beautiful German farmhouse and
also a grocery store at St. Denis and Jefferson (which today is
Hendel’s Restaurant). Henry and Mary had 12 children, six of
which were born in Florissant.

The Bockraths sold the farmhouse to Henry Kirschburg in
1878 who passed it on to Margaret and George Weise in 1904.
George Weise came to Florissant from Hanover, Germany and
married Margaret Busken at Sacred Heart Church in 1875. On
September 14, 1910, Joseph, son of Margaret and George,
married Adelaide Ellebracht in the same parish church. They
lived in the farmhouse and had 9 children. Joseph died on May
24, 1960.
The City of Florissant purchased the last of the farm acreage
and the Bockrath-Weise farmhouse in December of 1976 to
add to an earlier purchase that created St. Ferdinand Park.
When the property was sold to the city, one of the conditions
of the sale was that the house would be preserved and restored.
The city handed that duty over to Historic Florissant, Inc.
Historic Florissant, Inc. has partnered with the City of
Florissant to once again restore this beautiful example of a
German farmhouse. While the city intends to budget for basic
structural restoration, more immediate funding is needed for
plaster, wood, paint, cleaning supplies, lighting, plumbing and
furnishings. We need the public’s help! Grants are being
explored and at this time there are no opportunities for brick
and mortar type funding. Please consider sending a donation
to: Historic Florissant, Inc., 1067 Dunn Rd.. Florissant,
MO 63031
To donate by phone with a credit card or to volunteer to
clean, remove mold, remove wallpaper, paint, repair wood
floors, etc., please call Gina Siebe at 314-565-1468. Your time
and generosity will be greatly appreciated by all who enjoy
this National Landmark in our city park.
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The Ouvre-Bellisime House (bottom photo) is a French
landmark and is in peril! Privately owned, it has changed
hands numerous times in the past few years and has fallen
into grave disrepair, which is especially disappointing due
to the fact this property was first owned by a
Revolutionary War hero, Alexander Bellissime. Alexander
was a French soldier who came over with Lafayette to
fight the English in the War of Independence. According
to family legend he saved Lafayette’s life three times.
The chain of title for this circa 1830 house reads like a
Who’s Who of Florissant. Bellissime sold the property to a
prominent Florissant settler, Louis Ouvre, who settled in
Florissant in 1791 and was a trustee of St. Ferdinand
Church. From Ouvre the home transferred to families
such as Belleville, Tison, Steudeman, Desilet, Castello,
James, Bullard, Baillet, Heur, Tegethoff, and more.
With the level of structural damage and code violations,
this property will be very costly to restore. Historic
Florissant is in search of a private investor or investors
who may be interested in forming a consortium, or a
party interested in purchasing the property for either
their own use or to donate it to Historic Florissant, Inc.
Please contact Gina Siebe at 314-565-1468 for more
information.

from resisting his enslavement to the Jesuits and pursuing
freedom. In fact, he leveraged his perceived devotion as a
strategy to negotiate with the Jesuits toward his own goals.
He arranged with the Jesuits to allow him to work for hire in
Florissant and Saint Louis to begin buying his freedom.
Later, in 1862, Peter convinced the Jesuits to purchase a
woman named Margaret, whom he wished to marry, from
Charles G. McHatton, to prevent them from being separated.
Jesuits agreed to this purchase as a supposed “reward” for
Peter’s loyalty, but stipulated that Peter, by his own labor,
must pay them the $800 price for Margaret’s purchase
before the couple could be free.

Continued from page one

They sold produce from their own garden plots and worked
extra hours at night for pay to obtain funds to make their
own purchases or to buy their freedom. Many bondspeople
used some of the money to buy better-quality materials than
what the Jesuits supplied, so that when they gathered with
kin for services, they could show off their finest clothing.
People of color gradually began building shanties in the
woods near Saint Stanislaus in order to be nearer to the
Jesuits’ enslaved community, and to join them in attending
religious services at the chapel later designated on the
property for enslaved people.

WITH

FOR TWO YEARS after marrying Margaret, Peter labored
day and night to earn the funds for their freedom. Still, he
could not make enough to pay off Margaret’s purchase price
—an estimated equivalent of $20,308.04 today— from the
meager tips he received from being hired out. In May 1864,
Peter came to the Jesuits demanding that the price they were
asking him to pay for his and Margaret’s freedom was too
much. The Jesuits, in turn, grumbled that Peter must have
been prodded on by fellow bondspeople to have become so
dissatisfied. Many were already running away or expressing
their discontent. They complained, “Peter, a black slave in
our house of Probation [Novitiate], like almost all the other
slaves these days, who have gone giddy, wants to leave us
and live of his own right. But he had promised to repay us
the money that we spent to buy his wife two years ago.”

HIS KIN COMMUNITY, Peter experienced the

brutality of enslavement at the hands of his Jesuit masters,
and participated with fellow bondspeople in resisting their
treatment. Peter may have watched as Jesuits prepared to
have an enslaved man flogged, until the man’s wife rescued
him by throwing herself in front of the whip and flinging her
arms around her husband. This couple could very well have
been Peter’s own parents. Peter may have been present on
another occasion when enslaved women prevented another
person’s beating by picking up rocks to hurl at the inflictor.
Peter was only about eight years old when, because a
woman refused to remove her own clothing to be whipped,
the Jesuit superior ordered a layman to strip and tie her,
calling Jesuits to view the whipping as the woman’s sister
cried out “My sister is naked!” Peter was also severed from
relatives and loved ones when Jesuits sold them away as
punishment.

Peter’s persistence forced the Jesuits to compromise. The
consultors agreed to absolve half of Margaret’s $800
purchase price. They gave Peter a choice about how he
would pay the remaining $400: he and Margaret could either
take whatever possessions they had and go live as free

Jesuits lauded Peter Hawkins for his religious piety and for
being “the best slave,” but Peter’s faith did not stop him

Left: Mr. Peter Hawkins at St. Stanislaus taken by William
Grace, S.J., c. 1905. Above: St. Stanislaus in the early 19th
century.
The cabin in foreground at left is where Peter
Hawkins likely was born, and where his family lived. The
white frame building in the center eventually became a chapel
for the enslaved people, while the smaller frame building
attached to it at right became the laundry.
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racial justice and dismantle white supremacy continues
today, including in the mass protests that have emerged in
response to ongoing police brutality throughout the
United States.

people, paying the remainder over time, or, Peter could
remain laboring for the Jesuits on their property for another
two years, after which he and Margaret could then leave as
free people without financial obligation. Peter and Margaret
chose to stay.

LESS THAN ONE YEAR into this agreement, Missouri
legislators abolished slavery on January 11, 1865. Yet Peter
and Margaret continued to labor without compensation for
two more years. Several days after the abolition legislation,
Missouri Jesuits had decided to make contracts “with regard
to pay” with all other remaining free people to continue
working on the Jesuits’ farm for a salary. However they held
Peter and Margaret in a state of debt peonage (debt slavery),
as they continued to labor unrecompensed to pay off the
imposed debt for Margaret’s purchase. In 1866, Peter
requested that the Jesuits grant him a ten-acre plot of
farmland on which he could live and work. The Jesuits said
no—they claimed it would be inefficient. Peter did not
receive a salary until January 15, 1867, two years after the
abolition of slavery. Peter’s wages were $14.00 per month;
Margaret’s, $5.00 per month.
Debt peonage and low wages were just a few of the tactics
used by former slaveholders, including the Jesuits, to
oppress Black Americans immediately after the abolition of
slavery. Such practices did not end in the years following the
Civil War and Reconstruction. From the Jim Crow era until
today, as their oppressors have continued to find new ways
to perpetuate structural violence and systemic racism—voter
suppression, housing discrimination, mass incarceration, to
name only a few—Black Americans have continued to
struggle for civil and human rights. The struggle to achieve

DESPITE EVERYTHING HE ENDURED, Peter remained
with the Jesuits until about the time of his death in 1907,
having spent his entire life in service to the Jesuits even
though they had so mistreated him. Perhaps Peter and
Margaret remained at Saint Stanislaus so they could
continue to be near the close kin community they had
known for most of their lives. Peter and Margaret
Hawkins had become central figures in the enslaved and
free African American community around Florissant. As
sponsors at baptisms while in bondage and after freedom,
they continued to draw members of their community
together, building stability in the uncertain aftermath of
slavery.
Peter Hawkins was one of many people held in bondage
by the Society of Jesus who resiliently shaped their own
cultures and communities as they resisted their
enslavement. For more about them, visit shmr.jesuits.org.
!
This article is the fourth in a series that began in
October 2019 to honor the “1619 Project”—
recognizing the 400th anniversary of slavery. The
October 2020 Quarterly will conclude the series.
Below: The bill of sale for the purchase of Peter
Hawkins’s wife, Margaret. Images for this essay are
courtesy of Jesuit Archives and Research Center,
St. Louis. Used with permission.
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Old St. Ferdinand Church Records Online
Church records from Old St. Ferdinand’s are online through Ancestry.com, the
subscription site for family history operated by the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints in Salt Lake City. (Incidentally, it was Father Peter DeSmet who helped
the Mormons find a safe place to live after being rejected from Illinois and Missouri.)
Ancestry has made available the Drouin Collection of French-Catholic Church
Records that includes the Florissant records.

Above: “Regulations of St. Ferdinand Parish” title page, 1794.

The records are handwritten and a mixture of French, Latin, and English. However,
they are easily accessed and searchable through Ancestry. The pages are filled with
the names (and some signatures) from Florissant’s long history. They can be accessed
through: www.ancestry.com/search/collections/1111/ or you can do a web search for
the Drouin Collection. Various other genealogy websites have selections, but the
Ancestry site appears to have the complete set of documents.

D.A.R. Makes Major Grant for Taille de Noyer Work
The National Society of the Daughters of the American
Revolution, through the sponsorship of the Reverend John
Clark Chapter in Florissant, has made a major $5,425
matching grant to the Florissant Valley Historical Society
that will allow more than $10,000 in preservation work at
Taille de Noyer.

matching funds for this important project.
The grant is from the D.A.R.’s Historic Preservation
Grants Program and the work will be done over the course
of the summer and fall. Among other improvements, the
grant will enable four major repairs and updates.
1. New guttering on the main porch; the old guttering
has failed and sent damaging water on the columns
and landscaping.
2. Additional cleaning, repair, and painting of the front
façade. This includes painting the shutters and
dormers. This is a major undertaking.
3. Starting structural repairs to the side porch, which
has had significant weather damage.
4. Painting of the side porch and railings.
Society president Joe McDavid will oversee the work and
the grant for FVHS. The Society’s Board of Directors
extends its heartfelt thanks to the D.A.R. for its generosity
and support for historic preservation.

The grant was announced on April 30. Rev. John Clark
Chapter Regent Traci Jo Zangriles Williams called Taille a
“notable treasure” of “significant historical value” in her
letter of support, and honored the many dedicated volunteers
who keep it going. Thanks to Board member Jean Hilmer
for coordinating the grant on behalf of FVHS.
The money raised at last year’s benefit dinner at Hendel’s
has helped the Society provide the matching funds. The
Society has dipped into its savings account to cover the
remaining match, with the hope that 2020 donors will help
replenish the coffer by offering additional donations and

“Painting a Summertime Past”
Rescheduled for August 15
All three of the historic preservation groups in Florissant are
members of “Historic Saint Louis” and participate in the quarterly
events of that consortium. Please join us for a tour of St. Louis’s
finest historic properties. Twenty Historic Saint Louis sites will have
homes and gardens open on Saturday, August 15 from 10:00
am-4:00 pm. Join a structured tour or tour at your own pace. At
each location you may find unique garden displays, costumed skits,
music, and/or refreshments.
In the Florissant area visit the Gittemeier House, Taille de Noyer,
Old St. Ferdinand Shrine, and explore others not far away.
Admission fees vary by site. Details should be posted soon at
www.historicsaintlouis.org.
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Below: The facelift begins! Old guttering is
removed at Taille de Noyer as a start of
$10,000 in improvements enabled by a
D.A.R. matching grant. (Gladbach photo)

Building the Florissant Water Tank
The large water tank that stands in Tower Court Park on New
Florissant Road was called an “overgrown pillbox” by the
Globe-Democrat during its construction in 1961. It was soon a
significant landmark known to all.
It was built by the Chicago Bridge and Iron Company of
Kansas City for the price of $81,260. It had a capacity of 2.5
million gallons.
The tank was part of a $1.2 million
improvement to the city’s water system, which was becoming
overburdened by the growing suburban population.
Three other sites were considered in 1958, when the city hired
the firm Horner and Shifrin to conduct the initial study. They
were all along old Highway 140 (now Lindbergh Boulevard/
Highway 67). One site was at St. Ferdinand Park. A second site
was along Highway 140 between St. Jean and St. Ferdinand
St. Louis Globe-Democrat 12 Jul 1961; Newspapers.com
Streets. The third alternate site was also along Highway 140 but
outside the city limits at the time. These three sites all were rejected because they added $40,000 to $75,000 to the cost,
according to a Globe-Democrat story. The central site was deemed best, and the council instructed then-mayor Jules M.
O’Neill to begin negotiation for the land sale.
The land was owned by Dr. and Mrs. Leo Cougot. They informed the council that they were not interested in selling.
About 75 people showed up at city hall to oppose the central site. After a time, the city reached a deal with the Cougots. The
land had two old log cabins on it, the logs of which were saved and used to reconstruct the existing landmark cabin managed
by Historic Florissant Inc.
The tank’s foundation was begun in March 1961. The tank itself was constructed that summer. The surrounding land is
called Tower Court Park and operated by the City of Florissant. Tennis courts were added and historic buildings are found
on both sides of the property. The old log cabin faces the Washington Street side of the property and the Narrow Gauge
Railroad Station was relocated from St. Ferdinand Street to the St. Catherine side of the property.

Remembering Rich Hennenhoefer
Richard Hennenhoefer, longtime proprietor of Florissant’s Don Henefer Jewelers, passed away on April 8, 2020. He
was 76. He was certified as a Master Jeweler, Diamond Setter, and Appraiser. He was active in many area civic and
business organizations, including serving as president of the Florissant Rotary Club.
He was a generous donor to the Florissant Valley Historical Society, and contributed a favorite soup recipe for Taille’s
1990 Bicentennial Cookbook. It is reproduced here so that everyone may enjoy memories and comfort food.
DON HENEFER JEWELERS FABULOUS FRENCH ONION SOUP
3 or 4 large yellow or white onions
1 bay leaf
1/2 stick unsalted butter
1 quart water
1/8 t oregano
salt and pepper
1 T beef paste
Lea and Perrins sauce
Peel and thin-slice the onions, fry with butter until onions are clear (I fry them in the soup pot, covered). Add the
remaining ingredients and simmer for at least one hour.
Pour into individual soup servers. Top with a small wedge of crustless toast and grated white cheese, and broil just
until the cheese melts. (I put a lid on each server and let the heat melt the cheese. My wife pops each into the
microwave and melts the cheese.) This recipe is made for experimentation!
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Fundraising Dinners Canceled; Donations Still Needed

"

Reminders

Historic Florissant Inc. and The Florissant Valley Historical Society have canceled their annual
fundraising dinners due to the pandemic, but ask for your financial support in their respective historic
preservation campaigns. Donations to both groups are tax deductible. More info is available on their
websites.

Historical Society Annual Memberships are Due July 1st
Annual memberships in the Florissant Valley Historical Society are due this month. Please mail your
check for $15 to FVHS, P O Box 298, Florissant, MO 63032 or you may use the coming new PayPal link
Please also consider
through the website: www.florissantvalleyhs.com or through our Facebook page.
giving a gift membership, which will also include a one-year subscription to the Florissant Valley Quarterly!
Who wouldn’t love that?!?

Old St. Ferdinand Shrine Still Seeks Historic Footage and Photos
If you have old family film footage, old wedding or school photos, or other historic memorabilia from Old
St. Ferdinand’s that you’d be willing to share, Carol Campbell would like to hear from you. Please email:
oldstferdinandshrine2@gmail.com or call 314-420-5535.

Historic Florissant Inc. Has a New Website
Please visit www.historicflorissant.com and check out the newly redesigned webpage.

